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Emergence of hidden phases of methylammonium lead iodide (CH3 NH3 PbI3 ) upon compression
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We perform a thorough structural search with the minima hopping method (MHM) to explore low-energy
structures of methylammonium lead iodide. By combining the MHM with a forcefield, we efficiently screen
vast portions of the configurational space with large simulation cells containing up to 96 atoms. Our search
reveals two structures of methylammonium iodide perovskite (MAPI) that are substantially lower in energy
than the well-studied experimentally observed low-temperature P nma orthorhombic phase according to density
functional calculations. Both structures have not yet been reported in the literature for MAPI, but our results show
that they could emerge as thermodynamically stable phases via compression at low temperatures. In terms of the
electronic properties, the two phases exhibit larger band gaps than the standard perovskite-type structures. Hence,
the pressure-induced phase selection at technologically achievable pressures (i.e., via thin-film strain) is a viable
route towards the synthesis of several MAPI polymorph with variable band gaps.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevMaterials.2.085201

I. INTRODUCTION

Perovskites are among the most promising and versatile
class of candidate compounds for new or improved materials
in energy applications, including photovoltaics, superconductivity, and lasing [1]. With the general formula ABX3 , the
perovskite structure consists of corner-sharing BX6 octahedra
forming a three-dimensional (3D) framework that provides
room for the A units in the resulting cuboctahedral cavities.
Materials adopting the perovskite structure can display many
desirable properties that are unparalleled among all other
families of compounds [2–13]. This wide range of properties arises from the large number of elements that can be
accommodated in the rather simple crystal structure. Further,
the high-symmetry cubic perovskite structure is flexible and
can readily distort, either as an effect of temperature and
pressure, or of intercalation, doping, and defects [14], leading
to orthorhombic-, hexagonal-, tetragonal-, or trigonal-type
perovskites.
The lead-based methylammonium iodide perovskite
(MAPI), with A = CH3 NH+
3 , has a band gap of ∼1.55 eV at
room temperature, which is close to the optimal range of 1.1
to 1.4 eV for a single junction photovoltaic cell [15]. Since
its introduction as sensitizer for liquid-electrolyte-based dyesensitized solar cells in 2009 [15], MAPI has emerged as one of
the most cost effective materials for photovoltaic applications,
with continuously and rapidly improving efficiency. Rapid
progress has been achieved within an extremely short period of
time, and is a direct result of intensive studies [16] involving
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improved designs of the photovoltaic cell architecture, optimization of the preparation procedure, as well as modifications
of optical and electronic characteristics through chemical
substitution. Meanwhile, the power conversion efficiency of
organic-inorganic halide perovskites in general has reached
23 %, approaching the Shockley-Queisser limit.
One of the most technologically relevant features of MAPI
is its high optical absorption while incorporated in typical
hybrid perovskite solar devices. In many of these devices, the
MAPI absorbers are grown as homogeneous, ultra-thin films
with a thickness of up to a few hundred nanometers, sandwiched between conductive layers. The strain arising (biaxial)
at the interface between the MAPI and the substrate can distort
the perovskite structure, and affect the optoelectronic properties. This has been shown for superlattices of BaTiO3 , for which
the interface structure enhances the polarization [17]. In turn,
a careful selection of lattice mismatch to induce compressive
and tensile strains has been proposed as an alternative route to
tune the electronic properties of materials at interfaces without
affecting the chemical composition. Although this could, in
principle, work for perovskite materials and partially explain
the degradation of electronic properties at interfaces, there is
not solid evidence pointing to this effect.
The pressure-temperature phase diagram of MAPI is, however, rather complex. At ambient pressure and low temperature,
MAPI adopts an orthorhombic structure with P nma symmetry
[18], which can be assigned the a − b+ a − label in Glazer
notation [19]. At 162 K, the P nma phase transforms via a
first-order phase transition involving a rearrangement of the
octahedra to a tetragonal cell with I 4/mcm symmetry, a 0 a 0 c− ,
which persists at ambient temperature. Upon heating above
327 K [18,20], MAPI transforms to a cubic structure with
P m–3m symmetry with the a 0 a 0 a 0 classification.
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Exploring the phase diagram of hybrid organic-inorganic
perovskites under pressures is challenging, and available data
points towards a complex enthalpy landscape rich in crystallographic transformations. Recently, state-of-the-art synchrotron
powder x-ray diffraction experiments on MAPI under pressure
were reported, however, without conclusively resolving the
complete crystal structure [20].
Some of the experimental results disagree with each other
on the nature of transformations occurring at moderate pressures. Szafrańki et al. [21,22] on one hand suggested that MAPI
undergoes amorphization above 2.5 GPa. On the other hand, a
transformation to a posttetragonal phase was observed by both
Capitani and Jiang et al. [20,23]. A third set of experiments suggests that mixed organic-inorganic perovskites remain stable
in their ambient (or a distorted) form and metalize for pressures
above 50 GPa [24,25]. These discrepancies clearly show that
further investigations are called for to conclusively map out
the high-pressure phase diagram of MAPI.
One way to tackle this challenge is to use computational
modeling based on first principles calculations in conjunction
with structural search algorithms to explore potential highpressure phases. However, the modeling of MAPI using density
functional theory (DFT) is challenging on its own. Standard
exchange-correlation functionals used in DFT, such as the
generalized gradient approximation, are known to underestimate the band gaps of MAPI, and structural features like the
equilibrium volumes deviate from experimental values by up
to 10%. This discrepancy can be reduced by using improved
functionals, e.g., by including empirical van der Waals (vdW)
interactions. Further, spin-orbit effects are known to play a
role in accurately reproducing experimental band gaps [26].
Despite these challenges, there have been several attempts to
explore the chemical and structural landscape of perovskite
materials, e.g., using approaches based on high-throughput
schemes [27,28], and machine learning [29,30].
The most unconstrained manner to explore the potential
energy surface (PES) is to employ a sophisticated structural
search algorithm that samples the configurational space at a
given stoichiometry. To the best of our knowledge, only Huan
et al. [31,32] used this approach by employing the minima
hopping method (MHM) [33,34] to directly explore the DFT
PES of several halide perovskites (in particular, 12 atoms, or 1
f.u. for MAPI). This study reports interesting unobserved structures that are structurally related to the experimentally known,
cubic high-temperature P m–3m phase. To correctly model
the complex low-temperature orthorhombic phase (which has
a significantly lower energy than the structures predicted by
Huan et al.), a system size of at least 4 f.u. per cell (48 atoms
per cell) is required to allow for different tilting angles of
the octahedra. Since the complexity of the energy landscape
grows exponentially with the number of atoms, a structural
search directly at the DFT level with such a large cell is
computationally prohibitive.
In this work, we address this issue by screening the
PES of MAPI using a classical force-field to model large
supercells in conjunction with the MHM. We identify
two unreported polymorphs of MAPI that are considerably
lower in energy than any of the perovskite (cubic, tetragonal, and orthorhombic) phases. Further, both structures are
clearly thermodynamically favored at increased pressures

TABLE I. Effect of different exchange-correlation functionals on
the lattice parameters and the volume of the orthorhombic (P nma)
structure at zero pressure. Experimental values stem from Ref. [18].

Functional

a
(Å)

b
(Å)

c
(Å)

Volume
3
(Å )

T
(K)

Exp.
Exp.
Exp.

8.81
8.86
8.86

8.55
8.57
8.58

12.58
12.62
12.62

949
960
960

10
100
150

LDA
PBE
PBEsol

8.71
9.24
8.99

8.30
8.63
8.45

12.43
12.91
12.61

900
1031
959

–
–
–

DFT-D2
DFT-D3
T-S
MB-d
dDsC

8.68
8.91
8.97
8.97
8.96

8.57
8.54
8.49
8.51
8.52

12.60
12.75
12.73
12.73
12.71

939
971
972
973
972

–
–
–
–
–

PBE0
SCAN

9.03
8.95

8.65
8.62

12.93
12.73

1012
983

–
–

and exhibit systematically larger band gaps than the know
perovskites.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II consists of
three subsections: the first, Sec. II A, summarizes the structural
search and discusses the thermodynamic stability of the lowenergy phases. Section II B investigates the effect of pressure
and stability upon compression, while Sec. II C assesses the
electronic properties. Finally, Sec. III discusses potential routes
towards the synthesis of the new phases of MAPI.
II. RESULTS
A. Novel phases of MAPI

We use a classical interatomic potential parametrized by
Handley and Freeman [35], as implemented in the General
Utility Lattice Program (GULP) molecular modeling package
[36]. GULP was coupled to the MHM to screen the PES using
simulation cells containing 2, 4, and 8 units (i.e., 24, 48, and 96
atoms). More than 140,000 polymorphs of MAPI are generated
using this procedure. To validate the accuracy of the force-field,
we randomly select 250 structures and optimize them using
KS-DFT with LDA and PBE functionals. We find a remarkably
good correlation between the DFT and force-field energies
(see Supplemental Material [37]), which justifies its use for
a reliable prediction of low-energy structures.
To assess which exchange-correlation functional is best
suited to model MAPI, we compute the lattice parameters and
cell volumes of the experimental ground state, the orthorhombic phase with 48 atoms, using a set of different functionals (see
Table I). We employ three popular standard functionals: the
local-density approximation (LDA) [38] and two generalized
gradient approximations (GGA) (PBE [39] and PBEsol [40]).
We also assess functionals that (empirically) take into account
vdW dispersion, namely the DFT-D2 method [41] and the zero
damping DFT-D3 method of Grimme [42], the TkatchenkoScheffler (T-S) method [43], and the many-body dispersion
(MB-d) energy method [44], and the dispersion correction
(dDsC) method [45]. We also investigate a hybrid functional
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FIG. 1. Energy ranking of various MAPI polymorphs with respect to the orthorhombic (P nma) phase with DFT using the meta-GGA
(SCAN + SOC) functional. Structural motifs include the known perovskites (cubic, tetragonal, and orthorhombic) as well as the low-lying
polymorphs predicted in this work.

which includes a fraction of exact-exchange, PBE0 [46], and
the recently developed strongly constrained and appropriately
normed (SCAN) meta-GGA functional [47].
As expected, the standard Kohn-Sham functionals provide
a fair description of the lattice constants when compared to
experiments [48,49]. LDA and PBE under and overestimate the
lattice constants, respectively, and PBEsol, while at first glance
provides cell volumes in excellent agreement with experiment,
exhibits a deviation of the individual lattice components.
Empirical inclusion of vdW interactions greatly improves
the unit cell volumes (D2 and D3) [50]). The D2 and D3
approximations show b-components in excellent agreement
with experimental values [51]. All vdW methods lead to
very accurate c-component when compared to experiments.
Surprisingly, the inclusion of exact-exchange via hybrid-DFT
leads to a systematic overestimation of the three lattice parameters, while being the computationally most costly method
studied here. Finally, our analysis indicates that the metaGGA SCAN functional improves the overall description with
respect to experimental values compared to other semilocalbased functionals. It is worth mentioning that the volume
obtained by SCAN is reliably close to the experimental ones
[52–54] even without the inclusion of vdW correction (and
will become relevant under pressure), and represents a good
trade-off between accuracy and computational cost. Therefore,
henceforth we will use the SCAN functional for all structural
and thermodynamic evaluations.
First, we compute the thermodynamic stability of the various polymorphic modifications of MAPI based on the SCAN
functional. We identify several distinct structural motifs within
a small energy range around the ground state phase which
we consider in our analysis. Figure 1 shows representative
structures of various low-energy phases, ranked according to
their energies with respect to the orthorhombic structure of
MAPI. We use our recently developed structural fingerprint
[55,56] to classify the large amount of distinct phases into
families of similar structural motifs (see SI). One family that we
call “planar” encompasses all structures with layered octahedra
that share edges and are intercalated with molecular units of

CH3 NH+
3 between these planes. The structure referred to as
“planar A” lies between the tetragonal and the cubic phase
with an energy of ∼75 meV/f.u. above the ground state,
while “planar C” lies at an energy scale of ∼125 meV/f.u.
(“planar B” is not shown in the figure). Considering the energy
range spanned by the experimentally observed cubic and
orthorhombic phases of ∼105 meV/f.u., “planar C” is unlikely
to be observed in experiments, while “planar A” lies readily
within the range of the thermodynamic scale of metastable
phases and is hence potentially accessible [57,58].
Another structural motif that we find and define as the
“shift” family consists of PbI6 octahedra arranged in (ch)4
fashion according to the h − c notation [59,60]. These phases
have energy differences with the ground state that are at least
twice that of the tetragonal phase, but lower than the cubic
phases. The organic components are arranged in a way as
to compensate for the change in the back-bone structure of
the perovskite-type phase. Hence, this shift type of structural
motif could be energetically further enhanced if other types of
cations are selectively used. Other arrangements of hexagonal
and cubic layers such as (cchh)2 were found in our force field
search, but not included in further analysis as they were found
to be energetically higher.
Finally, and most significantly, we report here the discovery
of two classes of polymorphs which lie −15 and −9 meV/f.u.
lower in energy than the reference orthorhombic phase, namely
the double-delta (D-Delta) and delta structures. The unit cell
of the delta structure contains 48 atoms, and consists of
face-sharing octahedra stacked on top of each other to form
pillars, while the organic units uniformly surround them. In this
structure, the Pb-I distance within the octahedral arrangements
is on average 3.25 Å, and the distance between the pillars and
the molecules are on average 3.6 Å. The D-delta phase also has
a pillar-like structure, but the octahedra share edges instead of
faces. We selected three structures (that we labeled −A: 48
atoms and −B:, −C: 96 atoms) with different orientation of
the methylammonium molecules; the differences are shown in
the supplementary information. The average Pb-I distance in
D-delta is 3.27 Å, and the distance from the “double-pillars” to
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FIG. 3. Pressure-volume dependence for various predicted polymorphs of MAPI and experimental values from Refs. [20,23].

FIG. 2. Calculated formation enthalpies per formula unit (12
atoms) of various competing MAPI polymorphs as a function of
pressure, computed using the meta-GGA functional (SCAN + SOC).
Bottom panel is a magnification of the low-enthalpy region. All
enthalpy differences are given with respect to the orthorhombic
(P nma) phase.

the molecules is on average 3.7 Å. The coordination number per
octahedra (i.e., the number of iodide ions linked to Pb centers
of the octahedra) is nominally close to 6 in both structures
(delta and D-delta). Note that in all the structures described
here, all molecular CH3 NH+
3 remain intact: the interatomic
distances and the overall conformation are preserved. The main
structural differences between the structures arise from the
different octahedral conformations and the rearrangement of
molecular cations.
B. MAPI under pressure

We next investigate how pressure affects the enthalpy and
volume of the experimental and predicted phases of MAPI with
respect to the orthorhombic phase, and we report the results in
Fig. 2. Clearly, the tetragonal and cubic phases are greatly
destabilized upon compression, while other phases such as
planar A and B and the delta phases become enthalpically
preferable over the orthorhombic phase. Within the range of
pressure that we study here we find that the delta phases, in
particular the D-Delta structures, are predominantly stabilized

upon compression. More specifically, we note that several
D-Delta phases, which all contain distinctly oriented organic
cations, leave the inorganic framework completely intact upon
compression. The D-Delta C phase is thermodynamically
stable between zero and 2.5 GPa, above which the D-Delta
B structure is favored. This phase exhibits a more symmetric
arrangement of the organic moieties, and persists as the
thermodynamic ground state up to at least 6 GPa. Both the
B and C phases are members of the double-delta family,
which appears as the most stable class of structure at all
pressures. Therefore it appears that the face- and edge-sharing
arrangement of the octahedra, being more compact, is favored
over a less compact, corner-sharing arrangement. The enthalpy
differences between the distinct double-delta phases (A, B, and
C) primarily stem from different orientations of the molecular
parts in the space between the octahedral frameworks, which
interact primarily through different dipole arrangements. A
clear enthalpic preference simply based on the relative unit
cell volumes is therefore not possible.
In Fig. 3, we map out the pressure dependence of the
atomic volumes of the various predicted polymorphs of MAPI
and compare them to the experimentally available data. The
cubic phase has the largest volume of all experimentally
observed perovskite structure types, followed by tetragonal and
orthorhombic as more compact phases. The room temperature
compression carried out by Jiang et al. [23] reported the volume for the tetragonal perovskite (see Supplemental Material
XRD section [61]) and its partial transformation to a I m–3m
structure above 0.4 GPa. Both phases coexist with each other
up to 2.5 GPa, and at 2.7 GPa an additional phase appears,
whose crystal structure could not be determined. The authors,
however, proposed an indexing with the I mmm [23,62,63]
space group. Finally, the onset of amorphization occurs at
pressures exceeding 4.7 GPa.
Capitani et al. [20,64] also reported a similar pressurevolume curve as in one of the experiments Jiang et al. (1B in
the figure), but with a clear deviation above 2 GPa towards
smaller volumes. The authors interpreted this effect as the
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FIG. 4. Electronic band gaps calculated with the hybrid functional PBE0, incorporating spin-orbit effects (SOC) on optimized
geometries from meta-GGA for known and predicted phases of MAPI
under pressure. Direct band gaps are depicted as solid lines, while
dashed lines denote indirect band gaps. The yellow dots represent
experimental (photoluminescence) values from Ref. [23].

emergence of amorphization, a reversible process that leads to
a recrystallization of the orthorhombic I mm2 upon pressure
release. However, from the computed volumes of our predicted
phases one can see that the volume of planar-A, delta and
double-delta, are all smaller than the one of the orthorhombic
(perovskite) phases due to the optimized conformation of
octahedral sharing. Hence, these phases serve as potential
candidate phases that would explain the experimental results
of Capitani et al.
C. Electronic structure

We characterize the known and predicted phases in terms
of their electronic properties under compression. In the past,
multiple studies have shown that, to have a correct description
of the electronic properties of MAPI from first principles, it
is important to take into account spin-orbit coupling (SOC)
[49,51,65]. The calculated GGA-PBE scalar-relativistic band
gaps of MAPI polymorph (tetragonal at experimental volume)
is on average close to 1.6 eV, a value that is coincidentally
very close to the experimental value of 1.682 eV [66]. This is
an artifact due to the neglect of SOC of the Pb and I atoms in
the calculation [51,65]. When SOC is taken into account, the
calculated band gap within fully relativistic DFT is ∼0.6 eV
(see Supplemental Material [61]). To address this issue, we use
the relaxed geometries calculated with meta-GGA (SCAN) and
perform single-point calculations with hybrid-DFT (PBE0)
including SOC to accurately estimate the electronic band gaps
(see benchmarks and details in Supplemental Materials [61]).
Figure 4 shows the evolution of the calculated band gaps
under pressure for the three know polymorphs and selected
predicted structures of MAPI. Most of the structures have
direct transitions (optical band gaps), which are shown as
solid lines, while those with indirect gaps are shown with
dashed lines. Experimental photoluminescence measurements
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of the band gaps under pressure are included for the tetragonal
phase [23]. The experimental values reported in the literature
at ambient pressures for the three perovskite polymorphs are
scattered between 1.55 to 1.72 eV [66–73]. We assign this
large spread to several potential sources, (a) to the range of
temperature at which the polymorphs are reported to coexist
[18], (b) to different orientations of the methylammonium units
(leading to changes of the band gap within a few tens of meV),
(c) due to errors arising from the method of the measurements
(optical absorption edge, photoluminescence, electrical
measurements), and (d) to the macroscopic conformation of
the sample (single crystal of polycrystalline heterojunctions).
According to our calculations, the Delta phase has an indirect
band gap of 3.81 eV at zero pressure, which decreases to
3.26 eV at 6 GPa. The double-delta “A” phase has a direct
band gap of 3.45 eV at zero pressure that decreases to 3.12 eV
at 6 GPa. The distinct alignment of the organic components
in the double-delta phases can affect the electronic band gap
and change its magnitude by up to 100 meV.
III. DISCUSSION

First, let us address in more detail whether the predicted,
new phases of MAPI can be synthesized. As previously
described, the known structural transitions in hybrid
perovskites at ambient pressure are driven by temperature.
Below 132 K, the tetragonal phase transforms to the
low-temperature orthorhombic phase, which persists at
least down to 10 K [18]. According to our results, the
delta phases are thermodynamically more stable than this
orthorhombic phase at 0 K, and hence will become accessible
at sufficiently low temperatures. However, the delta phases
might be difficult to access since (a) the transition from
orthorhombic symmetry to the delta phases is presumably a
first-order transition (i.e., a discontinuous transition) based
on connecting basins of symmetry [74,75] and (b) involves
significant structural rearrangement of internal coordinates
to form the relevant delta motifs with a presumably kinetic
activation barrier that is unlikely to be overcome below 10 K.
An issue that demands further investigation is whether
the inclusion of zero-point energy (ZPE) and vibrational
entropy influences the energetic ordering, i.e., if there is a
strong entropic penalty of the delta phases with respect to
the orthorhombic structure. However, addressing this issue is
challenging since both harmonic and quasiharmonic phonon
calculations lead to imaginary modes that arise from ill
described Van der Waals interactions and volume effects [76].
It has been also established that the rotational modes of the
organic CH3 NH+
3 cations are strongly anharmonic, and that
there is a relatively large anharmonic coupling between the
organic librational modes and the different optical modes of
the octahedral framework [50]. Considering the large number
of atoms in the double-delta (B,C) phases, advanced methods
would be necessary to study the effects of anharmonicity
in these novel phases. Indeed, vibrational entropy could in
principle dominate the phase stability [77], but obtaining a
conclusive picture to fully understand this issue in pervoskites
is not trivial.
Further, the structures of the double-delta and delta phases
are closely related to the CsPbI3 , and the Yellow-FAPbI3
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(formamidinium) phases, respectively [78–82]. Other closely
related structures have been also derived from the scaffold
mentioned before leading to stable hexagonal structure of
MAPI [83] (both face and edge sharing).
Moreover, the effect of humidity on the degradation of perovskite (MAPI) solar cell performance also plays a significant
role, and has been thoroughly studied in the past [84]. Thanks
to those studies, it is well accepted that in the presence of water,
H2 O molecules deprotonates CH3 NH+
3 [85], thereby leading
to product compounds with wider band gaps and substantially
altered structural motifs, which are surprisingly similar to the
double-delta phase (see Manser et al. Ref. [84]).
As discussed in detail in Sec. II B, the enthalpy of the
high temperature polymorphs (cubic and tetragonal) greatly
increases with respect to the orthorhombic phase at high
pressure (see Fig. 2). This finding is in agreement with the
experimental evidence that suggests a transformation to a disordered (amorphous) phase [20,86]. The apparent reaction path
suggests that, starting from the tetragonal or cubic phase, the
pressure-induced amorphization occurs rapidly and is accelerated by entropic (temperature) effects. Szafrański-Katrusiak
reported that the tetragonal phase (I 4/mcm) transforms via
a first-order transition to a IV-phase with I m3 symmetry at
0.35 GPa, and above 2.5 GPa either to a phase V (I m3) or to
an amorphous phase [22]. Note that to correctly assign a crystal
structure to the phases IV and V, a cell with 8 formula units
(the same number of f.u. to describe the double-delta phase) is
required. The same authors also list a range of possible sources
of uncertainties that arise when performing single-crystal XRD
measurements under pressure. In particular, the use of intense
synchrotron beams for diffraction studies enhances potentially
misleading effects: multiple scattering and higher-harmonics
of λ diffraction. Due to these technical difficulties, a plethora
of different structures have been suggested that can be indexed
to the same XRD spectrum, for instance I mm2, P nma, I m3,
I mmm, or F mmm have been assigned to the phases IV and V,
with a degree of disorder of iodide ions and distorted structural
parameters [24]. Other experiments even suggest metalization
and stabilization of phases under a considerable amount of
pressure [86].
Based on our careful analysis of the available literature
work, none of the experimental high-pressure experiments
used the low-temperature orthorhombic phase as the starting
material. Instead, our simulated XRD patterns show that the
tetragonal phases is present in the samples of Capitani [20],
Jiang [23], and Jeffe [86] (See SI). Based on our calculations,
we therefore suggest that either the delta or double delta phases
could be synthesized by compressing precursor samples in the
orthorhombic (P nma) phase in low-temperature compression
experiments. Since the orthorhombic phase is strongly destabilized upon compression, a transition towards the doubledelta or delta phases will be rapidly favored with increasing
pressure. Such an approach based on cold-compression is often
overlooked in materials synthesis, but has been shown in the
past to be a promising method for stabilizing elemental phases
in carbon and phosphorus [87–89].
Finally, we discuss the electronic properties of the MAPI
phases. If they were synthesized in experiments, delta and
double-delta both would exhibit very distinct electronic properties compared to any known phases. A corner-sharing octahe-

dra (as in cubic, tetragonal and orthorhombic phases) promote
a destabilization of the s 2 lone pairs on the M2+ -sites, leading
to very dispersive valence and conduction bands (high mobility
of charge carriers). Additionally, they lead to band structures
that exhibit direct band-gaps within 1.5–2.1 eV [82], a range
that is suitable for many (opto-)electronic applications. Filip
et al. [90] showed through an in silico study that the optical gap
could be potentially tuned from the mid-infrared to the visible
range via steric engineering. Even though this work is limited
by the assumed Platonic model of PbI6 , a rather restricted
configurational landscape for perovskite materials, it was
shown that the concept is applicable in a more general context
[91] (delta and double delta models were not considered their
works). For the (double) delta phases, the difference in the band
gaps arises from the different connectivity or interoctahedral
topology, namely edge- or face-sharing, where the lone pair is
lowered in energy and leads to flatter electronic bands. Overall,
accessing the new octahedral motifs observed in the (double)
delta PbI6 would increase the design space to explore new
organic and perovskite inorganic-frameworks. We suggest to
further investigate synthetic routes based on compression and
strain engineering to stabilize such structural features.
IV. CONCLUSION

To summarize, we perform an in silico exploration of the
structural landscape of hybrid organic-inorganic lead-iodide
perovskites. We employ very large, realistic simulation cells
with up to 96 atoms (8 formula units) for an extensive structural
search, which allowed us to describe all the three known
polymorphs on the same theoretical footing. From an exploration of more than 140,000 crystal structures, we identify
novel low-energy phases with previously unobserved structural
motifs for this system. The most promising candidates are
the delta and double-delta phases, which are closely related
to the reported yellow formamidinium non-perovskite phase
and Cs lead iodides [79]. According to our DFT calculations
at 0 K, these delta-phases in MAPI are lower in energy than
the experimentally observed orthorhombic phase. In contrast
to any known phases of MAPI, the delta-phases exhibit edgeand surface sharing octahedral motifs, which in turn give rise to
larger band gaps than perovskite phases. Different orientations
of these octahedral moieties upon compression lead to changes
in the band gaps. Hence, the electronic structure can be readily
affected through phase selection and strain engineering, e.g.,
in thin-film synthesis.
V. METHODS

Unbiased configurational exploration of MAPI was performed with the minima hopping algorithm [33,34]. Energy
and forces at the force field level were evaluated using the
General Utility Lattice Program (GULP) molecular modeling
package [36], employing force field parameters developed by
Handley and Freeman [35]. Exploratory runs were conducted
with simulation cells containing 12, 24, 48, and 96 atoms at
zero pressure.
Energies, atomic forces, and stresses at the density functional theory level were calculated with the VIENNA AB INITIO
SIMULATION PACKAGE (VASP) [92]. Various approximations
to the exchange-correlation functionals were tested, but the
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thermodynamic properties were computed using the strongly
constrained and appropriately normed semilocal density functional meta-GGA (SCAN) [47]. A plane-wave basis set with
a cutoff energy of 800 eV was used within the projector augmented wave (PAW) formalism. The basis set was constructed
with Pb d-shell (14), I (7), N (5), C (4), H (1) electrons as
valence states in the PAW potentials. All calculations were
spin unpolarized. The reciprocal space was sampled using
−1
–centered k-grid meshes with spacings of 0.3 Å . Geometry
relaxations were performed with tight tolerance parameters,
leading to atomic forces of less than 5 meV/Å, and stresses
3
below 0.1 eV/Å .
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